1. The annual auction was approved by the Distribution Contractors Association (DCA) Board of Directors as a way to raise funds to develop Association educational programs and scholarships.

2. Bidding is open to all DCA delegates and guests attending the annual convention. All auction proceeds benefit the association.

3. Donors set the item value and terms of gift certificates. DCA is not responsible for terms as stated or changed by the donor after the fact. DCA makes no warranty or guarantee of items auctioned nor does it assume responsibility for the authenticity or validity of these items.

Payment and Shipping
1. On the back of the paddle you received in your registration packet, you will find a form to enter your name, the items you purchased, preferred payment method and shipping method.

2. Arrangements for payment of Auction items should be made at the conclusion of the DCA Annual Auction. Checks (made payable to Distribution Contractors Association), Visa, MasterCard and American Express will be accepted. You may also choose to have a DCA invoice sent to your home or business.

3. If you purchase an item that is not present at the auction, such as a trip or a rental on a piece of construction equipment, please make arrangements immediately after the auction to receive the item from the donor. Donor contact information will also be emailed to you within two weeks of the auction.

Restrictions
1. All sales are final and no exchanges, substitutions, or refunds will be honored by Distribution Contractors Association. Any gift certificates for items will not be replaced if stolen or lost. All items in the silent auction are sold “as is” and no guarantee or warranty with the respect to the property is made by DCA or the donors.

2. All items involving services, tickets, events, etc. are subject to the conditions set by the donors. If you have successfully bid on any items requiring the arrangement of dates and times, we ask that you please contact the donor directly and promptly so they can provide these arrangements.

3. By making a purchase, the buyer waives any claim for the liability against Distribution Contractors Association or the donor of any property or service, and neither party is responsible for any personal injuries or damages to property that may result from the utilization of any property or services sold.

The Distribution Contractors Association is classified by the IRS as a 501(c)(6), not-for-profit trade association. Items donated or purchased do not qualify as a charitable contribution for federal income tax purposes; however, standard business deductions may apply. Please contact your tax adviser with any questions.

The Live Auction is sponsored by Ritchie Bros. Auctioneers
You are encouraged to register in advance

1. Go to https://DCA20.givesmart.com and click the “Register Now” button on the home page. Fill out the information, and accept the terms and conditions. Voila, you are registered to bid! You’ll be required to enter a credit card on file before you are able to place any bids on items.

2. You will receive a text message from 76278 welcoming you to the event, follow the link and you’ll have access to the auction on your phone.

3. You are also able to Text to Register, text DCA20 to 76278 and respond to the prompts. You’ll receive a welcome text message with a link to the auction website.

How to register the night of the event
Register your phone with one of the GiveSmart staff members (in black shirts and blue “Give Smart” lanyards) at the beginning of the Auction. Look for your “Welcome” text message from GiveSmart.

Bid via Smart Phone
1. Using your smartphone, access your personal bidding page by clicking on the blue link in your “Welcome” text message.

2. Search for an auction piece by item number, name of item or category and place a bid.

3. Tap on “My Bids” to see which items you’re winning and losing.

Bid via Texting
1. Access your “Welcome” text from GiveSmart.

2. To place a bid, enter the item number, space and bid amount, then press Send.

Example: Enter “101 200” to bid $200 on item number 101, then press Send.

4. To enter a maximum bid, you will need to be set up under “Auto Bid” underneath the item on the site.

Tips
Watch for outbid notifications and enter higher bid amounts when you are outbid.

A minimum bid has been established for each silent auction item. You may not bid below this amount.

Look for GiveSmart staff members (in black shirts) on the night of the auction for technical assistance and concierge GiveSmart bidding.

The Silent Auction is sponsored by Express 4x4 Truck Rental
Thank you to all of the DCA Annual Auction Donors –
your generosity is appreciated.
Due to the generosity of the DCA Associate Members, we had the largest number of equipment donations in auction history and could not fit all of the donations in the live auction.

For the first time, the Silent Auction will be open to all DCA members!

Please let your coworkers know that they can bid on any of the Silent Auction items by using their smart phone or tablet. See Page 3 for more details.
Grow your business by reaching more than 30,000 oil & gas pipeline stakeholders in any 2020 issue of Pipeline & Gas Journal. Published by Gulf Energy Information, Pipeline & Gas Journal reaches more industry professionals than any other source, and across multiple channels. This ad cannot be used as credit; it must be a new ad or an add-on to an existing ad scheduled in 2020.

Donor: Gulf Energy Information

Express 4x4 Truck Rental will provide the high bidder with a 2020 Ford® Raptor Crew Cab 4x4 truck to drive for 6 months. The winner will need to provide insurance.

Donor: Express 4x4 Truck Rental

RCE 85G Track Boom, built to get you into the tightest of areas with ease while delivering exceptional lift capacity. The track boom is an alternative to the traditional purpose built pipelayer and with the 85G’s compact size, will allow work to be done in confined urban settings.

Donor: RCE Equipment Solutions

Get your message out to 18,000+ oil & gas pipeline stakeholders in any 2020 issue of North American Oil & Gas Pipelines. Published by Benjamin Media, North American Oil & Gas Pipelines reaches a total audience of 85,738 across multiple channels. The value of this ad cannot be used as a credit and it must be a new ad or an add-on to an existing ad schedule. Valid through December 2020.

Donor: Benjamin Media Inc.
Robust Guillotine pipe cutters are designed to cut PE pipe from SDR15.5 to SDR9 within ¼” (3mm) of square on medium and high-density pipe. Ratchet shears offer the thinnest blade with a finish that moves them smoothly through the PE.

Donor: Reed Manufacturing Co. Inc.

Reed small diameter tool kit to cut and squeeze PE. Squeeze off tools stop the flow in ½” – 4” PE pipe.

Donor: Reed Manufacturing Co. Inc.

The CASE TV380 Compact Track Loader is designed for maximum productivity and operator comfort. The 90 HP FPT engine offers a high horse power Tier 4 Final Solution without the hassle of DPF after-treatment. The wide cab low entry point, and superior 360-degree visibility of the TV380 make long days easier. Must be used in 2020.

Donor: Case Construction Equipment

One-month rental of a Vermeer MV Solutions 500-gallon high CFM vacuum excavator.

Donor: Vermeer MV Solutions
1-Month Rental of Scaip SRT-155 Flatbed

Scaip SRT-155 Rubber Track Carrier, operating weight 20,950 lbs. Payload 13,230 lbs. with optional Hiab-Hi Duo 108 crane, powered with Cat Engine C7.1 Acert Tier 4 Final engine. Picker crane subject to availability.

Donor: Cross Country Infrastructure Services Inc.

110 (2) 6-inch Diesel Trash Pump 1-Month Rentals

Global™ Pump Trash Auto Prime pumps are specially designed to effectively handle a wide range of liquids, from water to sewage and sludge that can contain solids and other material. Rent for these 2 6-inch diesel trash pumps are for 1-month. Freight not Included.

Donor: Mersino Dewatering Inc.

111 1/2 Page, 4-Color Ad in Trenchless Technology

Win this auction item and your ad will reach 38,000+ subscribers of Trenchless Technology magazine. The value of this ad cannot be used as a credit and it must be a new ad or an add-on to an existing ad schedule. Valid through December 2020.

Donor: Benjamin Media Inc.

112 1-Month Rental of a Kobelco SK140 Rubber Pad Excavator

Cab with A/C, Isuzu AR-4JJ1XASK-02 103HP T4F diesel, 19.7" rubber track pads, 9’ 4” stick, 19’ 4” dig depth, pattern control changer, push blade, additional counterweight, top work lights, JRB hydraulic coupler with 2-buckets included. FOB Morris, IL, or Triadelphia, WV.

Donor: Illinois Truck & Equipment
**113** MSA340 EF Processor

The MSA340 Electrofusion Processor is by far the most popular EF Processor sold in North America. Unsurpassed in quality, ease of use and versatility.

Donor: GF Central Plastics

---

**114** Footage Squeeze Tool for PE Pipe

Footage model C156 squeeze tool for PE pipe sizes 1” to 4”. Comes with grounding spike, torque bar and gauge plates.

Donor: ISCO Industries

---

**115** 1-Month Rental of P185WDO Air Compressor

Doosan Portable Power offers a 1-month rental of its flagship air compressor - the Tier 4 Final P185WDO. Powered by the Doosan D24, 2.4L diesel engine and utilizing Doosan’s own DSN100 rotary screw air end; the P185 offers the ruggedness and reliability you expect from the industry leader with the cleanest, most efficient power system in the market.

Donor: Doosan Bobcat

---

**116** Vermeer Hole Hammer VPT300RT

Contractors have counted on Vermeer for piercing tools since the very beginning of the trenchless age. Package includes: 3” moving head positive turn reverse tool, oiler, 50-foot supply hose and necessary couplers.

Donor: Vermeer MV Solutions
1-Month Rental Deere 310SL Backhoe

This 96 horsepower FT-4 emission certified backhoe loader has a 14-foot digging depth. The winning bidder is responsible for fuel, freight, insurance and taxes from the closest stocking dealer.

Donor: John Deere Construction & Forestry Division

Chanel Cruise 2020 Bracelet

New from Chanel 2019/2020 Cruise Collection, a timeless bracelet from Chanel with metal, glass pearls and the signature CC. Perfect for layering or a statement piece. Comes with an extender for adjustable lengths.

Donor: Utility Line Services Inc.

Chanel Cruise 2020 Silk Twill Scarf

New from the Chanel 2019/2020 Cruise Collection, this beautiful ivory silk twill scarf with vibrant spring colors and signature Chanel logo will be a beautiful addition to your spring wardrobe. 35 x 35”.

Donor: INTREN LLC

4 Pittsburgh Steelers Tickets, Hotel & Dinner

The package includes: 4 tickets to a Pittsburgh Steelers home game of choice during the 2020 season; 4 nights lodging in North Shore or downtown Pittsburgh; $300 certificate to Hyde Park Steakhouse (adjacent to Heinz Field). Must choose game by May 1, 2020, subject to availability (NFL schedule published mid-April).

Donor: Alex E. Paris Contracting Co. Inc.
Powerbeats Pro Earphones

Totally wireless high-performance earphones that provide up to 9 hours of listening time. Adjustable secure-fit ear hooks for lightweight comfort and stability. Sweat and water resistant. Volume and track controls on each earbud. Powerful, balanced sound with dynamic range and noise isolation.

Donor: Mastec North America

Roberto Demeglio Ceramic and 18K Gold Overlay Bracelet

From designer Roberto Demeglio, this beautiful ceramic stretch bracelet has an overlay of 18K and is from the Aura collection. The innovative elastic stretch system uses state of the art technology by depositing the gold on top of the ceramic making it comfortable and easy to wear for everyday luxury.

Donor: Minnesota Limited LLC

Louis Vuitton’s Félicie Pochette

Louis Vuitton’s emblematic Epi leather complements the simple yet elegant design of the Pochette Félicie. This envelope-style pouch, which contains two removable pockets, adapts to every occasion. Thanks to a removable silver-tone chain, it also offers a variety of carry options: on the shoulder, across the body or in the hand.

Donor: Global Underground Corp.

Las Vegas Premium Racing Experience

The winning bidder will receive VIP access for 4 people for one of three 2020 events: Monster Energy NASCAR Cup Series Race Sept 26-27; NHRA Mello Yellow Race at the Strip Oct 31-Nov 1; or PBR (Prof Bull Riding) World Finals Nov 7-8. Also includes 2 nights hotel (1 room), premium grandstand seating, and Behind the Scenes VIP tour.

Donor: The Lincoln Electric Company
**125  Bose® Home Speaker 500**

Stream music through Wi-Fi or your Bluetooth device (where available) to this wall-to-wall stereo sound from a single home speaker. Speaker also has Alexa built-in and a personalized app.

Donor: Loy Clark Construction

---

**126  Ippolita Silver & Gold Bangle Bracelets (set of 3)**

This beautiful set of 3 18K gold and hand hammered sterling silver bangle bracelets are new from the Ippolita Chimera Classico Collection. They can be worn as a set or separately.

Donor: Wolverine Pipeline Transport Ltd.

---

**127  Henry Brass Wildlife Edition Rifle**

Henry Rifles salute Benjamin Tyler Henry, who patented the first repeating rifle in 1860. This Henry Brass Wildlife Edition offers big-bore hunting, employing four .45-70 bulldozers in the 22” octagon barrel. Engraving depicts a moose head on right, a bear on left. The larger lever loop allows for gloved use.

Donor: SiteWise LLC

---

**128  4 Chicago Cubs tickets for August 1st Game & 2 Hotel Rooms**

A visit to Wrigley Field for a Chicago Cubs home game August 1, 2020 against the Milwaukee Brewers for 4 fans. Package includes 2 hotel rooms for the one night.

Donor: Roland Machinery Co.
The Hermès Evelyne mini cross body messenger bag is finely crafted of rich Taurillon Clemence calfskin leather in dark forest green. The shoulder bag features an adjustable canvas body strap in a matching dark green, polished palladium hardware and a perforated Hermes H inside an oval on the front of the bag.

Donor: Primoris Services Corp.

Kohler Golf Package for 4

Kohler Golf Package for 4 people: 18 hole green fees for Whistling Straits – Straits Course, Sheboygan, WI (including caddie fees) and Blackwolf Run – Meadow Valleys Course (including cart fees). Includes: 2 standard rooms for 1 night at the Kohler American Club Resort and a $500 cash allowance.

Donor: Gabe’s Construction Co. Inc.

Memoire .71 tcw Diamond Pendant Necklace

From Diamond Design House, Memoire, this exquisite diamond necklace is from the “Diamond Bouquet” collection. Nine invisibly set diamonds encircle a .66 ct. center diamond and perfectly recreate the impact of a solitaire. Total carat weight is .71 ct but looks like 2 ct. Chain is 18K white gold; 18” long.

Donor: KS Energy Services

Google Smart Home Bundle

The Smart Home bundle includes: Google Nest Hub Max (in chalk), Nest Hello Doorbell, Nest Protect (2nd gen smoke alarm + CO alarm), and Google Home (in white/slate)

Donor: Miller Pipeline
133  Women’s Gucci Black Leather Belt

From designer Gucci, this popular 1.5” wide black leather belt with a Double G buckle made of antiques brass hardware will be a staple in your wardrobe. Made in Italy. Can be exchanged for the size you need.

Donor:  PSS Industrial Group

134  Lisa Nik 18k Blue Topaz & Diamond Necklace

From the designer Lisa Nik Rocks collection, this beautiful 18K white gold with a 20mm round blue topaz necklace surrounded by diamonds weighing 0.47 carat total weight and a fleur de lis bail will be a statement piece in your jewelry collection.

Donor:  Henkels & McCoy Inc.

135  Handcrafted Stained Glass Beach Scene

This unique glass piece was designed by Melanie Bell after a trip taken to Tulum, Mexico to recreate that beautiful, peaceful, relaxing feeling and vision of the area. It is framed in reclaimed wood measuring 19” x 10”.

Donor:  Grady & Melanie Bell

136  Valentino Leather Hobo Bag and Pouch

New from Valentino in the designer’s trademark color red, this beautiful calf leather spacious hobo bag flaunts a dramatic logo chain down the center. It has a removable shoulder strap and top handle with signature rock studs at the ends. Also includes a leashed zip pouch bag. 12.2”H x 12.2”W x 2.4”D.

Donor:  Q3 Contracting Inc.
137  Benelli Raffaello Lord Shotgun

The Benelli Raffaello Lord Shotgun is a limited-edition gun with a special grade-III walnut stock that’s sheathed in stitch-free full-grain leather. The Ergal receiver has been processed with a protective bronze BMB (Benelli Multilayer Barrier) treatment and, to match with the leather stock it has been engraved with an eye-catching 3D technique.

Donor: Atlas Trenchless LLC

138  4 Tickets to March 14, 2020 Boston Bruins Game

See the Boston Bruins in the Garden against the Toronto Maple Leafs, Boston Garden, March 14, 2020.

Donor: Feeney Brothers Utility Services

139  Handcrafted Tropical Milkweed Butterfly Necklace

This one of a kind necklace, created by Melanie Bell, features the wings of the Tropical Milkweed butterfly preserved in glass, using the Tiffany method. The necklace is made of 12mm aqua recycled glass beads and amber crystal accent beads. The wing is hung from a colorful, 20mm turquoise bead. It is finished with hematite, Czech Picasso and crystal beads. Length 17.5” with a 3.5” drop.

Donor: Grady & Melanie Bell

140  YETI® Tundra 105 Cooler

Pack for your next outdoor excursion with the YETI® Tundra 105 Cooler. Capable of holding up to 67 12-ounce cans or 82 pounds of ice, this cooler boasts a waterproof shell and ice-retaining insulation.

Donor: JAN X-Ray Services Inc.
141 Trudeau Graviti Electric Salt & Pepper Mills

Made by Trudeau, the innovative automatic design lets you grind salt or pepper with one hand – just turn the grinder over to dispense contents. Made of stainless steel with a satin finish and a corrosion-proof ceramic grinding mechanism. Because the mechanism is on top, the grinding residue is neatly contained between uses.

Donor: INTREN LLC

142 Gucci Round Acetate Sunglasses

Go out in style with these Gucci sunglasses with 100 percent UVA/UVB protection.

Donor: ECI Contracting

143 Golf for 3 at Medinah Country Club - Chicago

Golf for 3 people at Medinah Country Club, host of multiple major championships. Package includes one day of golf (up to 36 holes), caddy (walking or riding), and meals. Winner will be accompanied by a member of the Medinah Country Club.

Donor: NPL Construction Co.

144 Michael Kors Sofia Large Leather East West Satchel and Phone Case, both in Blossom

Satchel has zipped center compartment, 1 zipped and 2 slip pockets, detachable long strap, and water/stain resistant saffiano leather. Measures approx. 12.5” X 8.5” X 5”. Multi-functional phone case has detachable wristlet strap, interior cell phone pocket, ID window and zip around closure.

Donor: InfraSource LLC
145 Margo Morrison Moonstone & Crystal Necklace

From New York designer Margo Morrison, this beautiful semi-precious moonstone, Swarovski crystal and freshwater pearl necklace is a signature feminine look. Knotted on beige nylon cord that disappears on the skin, so the stones look as if they are floating. Finished with a silver toggle. 35” long, can be worn as a long necklace for layering or doubled.

Donor: Carson Corporation

146 Offshore Red Snapper and Inshore Speckled Trout in Rockport, Texas

Fishing combo of 1-day of red snapper offshore fishing and 1-day inshore speckled trout fishing for 4 people. 2 days of fishing and includes: all lodging, guide fees and tips. Not included: travel, meals and licenses. Fishing gear can be provided upon request. Dates are available between June 1, 2020 and July 31, 2020. Buyer should be flexible to account for weather and federal snapper season dates.

Donor: Sharewell HDD LLC

147 Apple AirPods Pro

AirPods Pro delivers the latest technology by creating a new class of in-ear headphones. The new AirPods Pro have been designed to deliver active noise cancellation for immersive sound, transparency mode so you can hear your surroundings, and a customizable fit for all-day comfort. AirPods Pro connects magically to your iPhone or Apple Watch. Includes a charging case.

Donor: Utility Line Services Inc.

148 Brackish Feather Bowtie

Handcrafted in South Carolina with hand-picked peacock and guinea feathers, each Brackish Bowtie is one-of-a-kind statement piece. It has a satin band with hook closure.

Donor: United Piping Inc.
You and 3 of your friends are invited to the Komatsu America suite at the United Center in Chicago, on Monday, April 13 for an evening of Chicago Bulls basketball. You will enjoy watching the Chicago Bulls take on the Orlando Magic! Food and beverages provided.

Donor: Komatsu America Corp.

Chicago Bulls Basketball Game - April 13, 2020 for 4

You and 3 of your friends are invited to the Komatsu America suite at the United Center in Chicago, on Monday, April 13 for an evening of Chicago Bulls basketball. You will enjoy watching the Chicago Bulls take on the Orlando Magic! Food and beverages provided.

Donor: Komatsu America Corp.

Chicago Bulls Basketball Game - April 13, 2020 for 4

You and 3 of your friends are invited to the Komatsu America suite at the United Center in Chicago, on Monday, April 13 for an evening of Chicago Bulls basketball. You will enjoy watching the Chicago Bulls take on the Orlando Magic! Food and beverages provided.

Donor: Komatsu America Corp.

Perfect for your next hunt or bird watching. The Viper HD binoculars have an advanced high-density optical system with enhanced anti-reflective lens coating for stunning image quality and top tier light transmission. 10x magnification and 42mm objective lenses.

Donor: PSS Industrial Group

Vortex Optics Viper HD Roof Prism Binoculars
153 **Kendra Scott Fine Jewelry Necklace & Earrings**

From the Kendra Scott Fine Jewelry Collection, a Lela pendant necklace and Amelle earrings both in pave diamond and 14K white gold.


---

154 **NASCAR or Mario Andretti Racing Experience**

You can DRIVE a real NASCAR race car by yourself! This 48-minute driving experience includes: meeting with crew chief, training and instruction before you get behind the wheel and drive a NASCAR Race Car for timed racing sessions on the Nation’s Premier Race Tracks. No lead car to follow, no instructor rides with you. You get one-on-one instruction from a spotter over your 2-Way In-Car Radio.

Donor: *Primoris Distribution Services Inc.*

---

155 **Remington 700 PCR Precision Chassis Rifle**

Remington’s new Model 700 PCR features a Teflon-coated anodized aluminum chassis that the company says is “completely impervious to weather and atmospheric conditions.” It boasts a 3-shot sub-MOA accuracy out of the box, which it says is achieved using Computer Aided Targeting System (CATS).

Donor: *Upsco Inc.*

---

156 **Michael Kors Handbag & Wallet**

Black and white Michael Kors handbag with a matching black Michael Kors wallet.

Donor: *Loy Clark Construction*
157 Set of 4 Green Bay Packers Tickets & 2 Hotel Rooms

There’s nothing quite like watching a football game at Lambeau Field in Green Bay, WI. Enjoy NFL football with 3 of your guests at one of the Packers’ home games during the 2020 regular season. Package includes 2 hotel rooms.

Donor: Roland Machinery Co.

158 Fantasia Cubic Zirconia Diamond Stud Earrings

3.5 total carat weight faceted cubic zirconia stones in solid white gold setting. Fantasia by DeSerio creates an immensely popular and affordable collection features luxurious-looking pieces with quality man-made stones.

Donor: Minnesota Limited LLC

159 Apple Watch Series 5

You’ve never seen a watch like this. Features include: always on retina display, ECG app, workout summaries and more. It even tells time! 44 mm silver aluminum case with sports band. Connectivity: GPS and Cellular.

Donor: Mastec North America

160 4 Tickets for MLB Game at Ballpark of Choice

Major League Baseball Package at ballpark of choice. Includes: 4 premium tickets for a regular season MLB game, 2 hotel rooms for 2 nights each and coach airfare for 4 within the continental US.

Donor: Doosan Bobcat
The Oklahoma Experience Trip

The Oklahoma experience for two people consisting of a tour of the Subsite and Ditch Witch facilities in Perry, OK, a quail hunt at the esteemed Red Rock Ranch, and an OKC Thunder basketball game. All flights and accommodations included. Purchaser will work with Subsite to schedule between December 1, 2020 and March 1, 2021.

Donor: Subsite Electronics/HammerHead

Gerber Field Dressing Knives

Includes the Myth Fixed Blade Pro, Myth Compact Fixed Blade, a pocket folding knife exchangeable blade and a sheath with a built-in carbide sharpener to keep you on the go. Gerber guarantee: Gerber products are built for real life, to be used, and to endure the test of time. Backed by a limited lifetime warranty in North America.

Donor: PSS Industrial Group

Golf Package for 4 at Southern Hills Country Club

Enjoy 18-holes of golf at one of the world’s premier and historic championship golf courses located in Tulsa, OK. This package includes: green fees, cart, drinks and lunch followed by dinner overlooking the Tulsa skyline and a 2-day stay at the upscale DoubleTree by Hilton.

Donor: McElroy Manufacturing Inc.

Margo Morrison Clover & Crystal Necklace

From New York designer Margo Morrison, this beautiful mother of pearl clover, Swarovski crystal and freshwater pearl necklace is a signature feminine look. Knotted on beige nylon cord that disappears on the skin, so the stones look as if they are floating. Finished with a silver toggle. 35” long, can be worn as a long necklace for layering or doubled.

Donor: Carson Corporation
165 Gucci Petite Marmont Wallet on a Chain

Gucci Double G logo detail Petite Marmont Wallet with a removable chain shoulder strap and inside mirror.
Donor: ECI Contracting

166 4 Tickets to April 5th Houston Rockets Game

Four tickets in Section 108 to the Houston Rockets vs. Toronto Raptors game in Houston on Sunday, April 5, 2020. Package also includes: 2 parking passes and 4 guest passes to the Golden Nugget Club.
Donor: Derrick Equipment Co.

167 11” Apple iPad Pro 512GB & Phone Soap 3 Smartphone Sanitizer

The new 11” Apple iPad Pro features an advanced liquid retina display that goes edge to edge, Face ID, the A12X Bionic chip, all-day battery life, Wi-Fi & Cellular, and includes an Apple Pencil. The PHONESOAP 3 (as seen on Shark Tank) is the first UV-C Sanitizer and phone charger that will completely sanitize your entire phone, killing 99.99% of all bacteria and germs.
Donor: United Piping Inc.

168 Pearl Necklace & Bracelet

This lady’s 18” pearl necklace contain 6.5-7mm pearls, good luster, off white in color with a 14K white gold filigree flower clasp. The matching bracelet is a 7” double strand white, cultured, freshwater 6-6.5mm pearls with a white gold filigree flower clasp.
Donor: Darby Equipment Company
169 Michael Kors Jet Set Medium Envelope Clutch in Camel Embossed Leather

Saffiano leather, interior zipped and slip pocket, exterior back snap pocket, and removable/adjustable chain link and leather shoulder/cross-body strap. Measures approx. 10.5” X 6” X 1”.

Donor: InfraSource LLC

170 Michael Kors Lady’s Touchscreen Access Watch

This Michael Kors lady’s fitness tracking watch is compatible with iPhone or Android and has a 24-hour battery life based on average usage. The watch is water resistant.

Donor: Southeast Connections LLC

171 Las Vegas / CONEXPO-CON / AGG 2020 Package

VIP Experience at CONEXPO-CON/AGG, March 10-14, 2020 for 4. Includes: show badges, private SUV roundtrip airport transportation, Cirque du Soleil show tickets, and wristbands for The Lounge at CONEXPO-CON/AGG.

Donor: Associated Equipment Manufacturers

172 David Yurman Bracelet & Necklace

This beautiful pendant and bracelet made of sterling silver and 18K gold from the Crossover collection by David Yurman is a timeless and classic set by one of America’s foremost luxury jewelry designers. Bracelet is size medium.

Donor: Vacuworx LLC
**173 Michael Kors Emmy Large Leather Backpack and Travel Card Case**

Lilac backpack has floral appliques, top zip closure, top handle, and adjustable straps. Multiple pockets. Measures approx. 12” X 10.5” X 4.5”. Wallet has zippered pocket, ID holder and multiple card slots.

Donor: InfraSource LLC

---

**174 Bose® Frames Audio Sunglasses**

Sunglasses with built-in Bose® speakers that produce rich, immersive sound for you, while others hear practically nothing. Open-ear audio allows you to stay aware of your surrounding while enjoying your music. Classic alto shape in black.

Donor: Mastec North America

---

**175 Weekend in Seattle**

A great way to start or extend the 2020 DCA Fall Meeting! Package includes: 2 nights at the Grand Hyatt Seattle (just minutes from Pike Place market and scenic waterfront boardwalk), tour of the spectacular Chihuly Glass museum, Space Needle observation tower and dinner with a view, VIP trip around the Great Wheel, Seattle’s historic Underground Tour and experience, ending with an elegant meal at Daniel’s Broiler.

Donor: Snelson Companies

---

**176 Stephen Dweck Bracelet**

New from designer Stephen Dweck, this beautiful black agate, smoky quartz and mother of pearl stretch bracelet is a wearable work of art that highlights the unique beauty of each gemstone that nature created.

Donor: INTREN LLC
Part of Cartier’s classic Love collection, this stunning 18K yellow gold bracelet features the signature engraved Love motif throughout the band. The screw motifs, ideal oval shape and undeniable elegance establish this beautiful bracelet as a timeless tribute to passionate romance. 18K yellow gold. Width: 3.65mm. Sold with a screwdriver. Can be exchanged for different size.

Donor: Michels Pacific Energy

---

There’s nothing quite like watching a football game at Lambeau Field in Green Bay, WI. Enjoy NFL football with 3 of your guests at one of the Packers’ home games during the 2020 regular season. Package includes 2 hotel rooms.

Donor: Roland Machinery Co.

---

Curry 4,000-gallon water system, front, rear, & side discharge sprayers, rear hose reel & water cannon available. 2019 Peterbilt 348 tandem axle chassis, 350 HP Paccar PX9 Tier 4 Diesel engine, Allison automatic, 20,000lb front axle, 40,000 lb. rear axles. *FOB Morris, IL or Triadelphia, WV

Donor: Illinois Truck & Equipment

---

Add these 2½-inch, 3-inch and 3½-inch Grundomat piercing tools to your equipment stock. The versatile units come complete with 50-foot hoses and oilers and can bore a small-diameter tunnel in soil up to 150 feet in length.

Donor: T T Technologies, Inc.
205 896 50-Pound Bags of Max-Gel

896 50-pound bags or about 16 pallets of High Yield Bentonite “Max Gel”. M-I SWACO has teamed up with Right Turn Supply to ensure the best products and the best service in the field to meet demands of the HDD industry. Thru this partnership, Right Turn Supply will donate the transportation of this great product to any of your projects in the continental US!

Donor: M-I SWACO / Right Turn Supply

206 John Deere Classic Pro-Am Package for 2

The classic takes place July 6-8, 2020. The package includes: round trip airfare for 2; deluxe accommodations; ground transportation; pairings party; dinner at Deere & Company; 2 slots in the Wednesday Pro-Am.

Donor: John Deere Construction & Forestry Division

207 3-Month Rental of a 2020 Crew Cab 4x4 3/4 Ton Diesel Truck

Express 4x4 Truck Rental will provide the high bidder with a 2020 Crew Cab 4X4 3/4 Ton pickup truck to drive for 3 months. The winner will need to provide insurance.

Donor: Express 4x4 Truck Rental

208 Van Cleef & Arpels Necklace

This limited-edition pendant features a deeply vibrant, Celestial blue Sévres porcelain motif set in 18k yellow gold with a sparkling, round diamond. The uniqueness and high standards of quality porcelain production from the Manufacture Nationale de Sevres is a fitting match for a limited-edition pendant by Van Cleef & Arpels.

Donor: Pe Ben USA Inc.
Highland Model 180 Electrofusion Processor

Highland Model 180 electrofusion processor designed to fuse HDPE & MDPE, includes variclamp, peeler and training. Each unit has full traceability with data logging capabilities and comes in an easy to carry bag or stainless frame style.

Donor: ISCO Industries

30 Day TONGHAND® or DECKHAND® Rental, Delivery, Set-up and Training

LaValley Industries’ TONGHAND® exit-side wrench and DECKHAND® pipe handler improve operations, increase safety and add to your bottom line. The winner will receive their choice of either a TONGHAND® or DECKHAND® rental unit for 30 days, transportation to their North American jobsite, installation on their excavator and up to 3 days of operator’s training.

Donor: LaValley Industries

Romantic Weekend in New York City

This package for 2 includes: limousine transportation to and from the airport; 2 nights in a fine hotel with breakfast; dinner at 2 excellent restaurants and 2 tickets to the Broadway show of your choice (subject to availability).

Donor: The Hallen Construction Co. Inc.

PE Peeler Tool Package

Mix and Match 9 True Peel PE Prep Tools, models for ½” – 2” CTS and IPS.

Donor: Reed Manufacturing Co. Inc.
213  Cat® 303.5 Mini Hydraulic Excavator

The Cat® 303.5E2 CR Mini Hydraulic Excavator is the ideal solution for increased productivity and site access. The compact radius design and swing boom provide ease of maneuverability and the spacious operator station offers optimal comfort and visibility.

Donor: Caterpillar Inc.

214  Vermeer Verifier™ G3 Package

Vermeer Verifier™ G3 by McLaughlin utility locator. This locator combines trusted precision with a simple, user-friendly interface. Package includes: transmitter, receiver, direct connect cables, ground stake, and 38kHz coil clamp in a hard-lockable case.

Donor: Vermeer MV Solutions

215  Duck Hunting and Red Fishing in Rockport, Texas

This duck hunt and red fishing combo trip for 4 people consists of 2 days hunting and fishing including all lodging in Rockport, TX, guide fees, and tips. Not included: travel, meals, shotgun shells and licenses. Guns and fishing gear can be provided upon request. Dates are available anytime between October 31, 2020 and January 24, 2021.

Donor: Sharewell HDD LLC

216  DigiTrak Falcon™ F5 & Transmitter

The Falcon offers advanced capabilities in dealing with passive and active interference. Valued by the professional contractor the iGPS ready Falcon F5 supports datalogging with LWD Mobile. Includes the DigiTrak Falcon F5 15” Sub-K Rebar Transmitter (FTR5p).

Donor: Digital Control Incorporated
217 $8,000 Credit toward Vacuworx Vacuum Lifting System Rental or Purchase

$8,000 voucher good toward your next rental or purchase of any Vacuworx Vacuum Lifting System. Vacuworx is the global leader in innovative lifting solutions. The flagship RC Series is the industry standard for handling heavy-duty materials up to 25 tonne. Choose from diesel or hydraulic models.

Donor: Vacuworx LLC

218 1-Month Rental of a John Deere 350G Excavator

Put more work within reach with the John Deere 350G excavator. Whether you’re loading trucks, digging trenches, demolishing structures, or placing pipe, you’ll get more done with the John Deere G-Series Excavators.

Donor: RCE Equipment Solutions

219 4 Minnesota Vikings NFL Club Tickets & $1,000 Visa Gift Card

Four club tickets to a 2020 Vikings regular season home game of your choice (some exclusions apply) & a $1,000 Visa gift card! At U.S. Bank Stadium, you will be sitting 13 rows back on the 50-yard line in the Delta Sky360 Club. The club offers all-inclusive food and beverages and exclusive access to the players tunnel, VIP parking included. The $1,000 cash can be used for travel or lodging.

Donor: Groebner

220 Hydrovac/Utility Location Services

$6,000 credit towards hydrovac/utility location services by Discovery Hydrovac (approx. 2 days). Applicable on projects/contracts of 5 or more consecutive days. Includes: operator, truck, and any applicable per diem or subsistence pay (excludes dump fees). Mobilization costs negotiable. Must be used in 2020.

Donor: Discovery Hydrovac
The all new M-300DH provides true 300 GPM fluid cleaning capacity with the all new Hyperpool® Shaker by Derrick. The proof is in the fluid that you can reduce the sand content to less than .24% and protect your critical drilling components.

Donor: American Augers Inc.

---

912 50-pound bags of SUPER GEL-X®. Maximize your drilling operations with this trusted brand on your next project. SUPER GEL-X® will let you see the light at the end of the borehole – the product of choice among experienced drillers! Freight not included.

Donor: CETCO

---

Enjoy the thrill of hunting beautiful whitetails at Badger State Whitetail Adventures (BWSA) 240 acre preserve located in Wisconsin. This package for 2 includes: lodging, meals, hunts up to 220" with available options to upgrade, October 2-5, 2020. BWSA takes pride in making your hunt a memory of a lifetime!

Donor: Southeast Directional Drilling

---

This lot includes an Armor package consisting of the housing and three different bits for compatibility with drills of all makes rated between 12,000 – 100,000 lbs. Also included is a Vermeer Quickfire™ connection package, consisting of two starter rods, two collars and up to three adapters for any conversions needed. Rounding out the package, you’ll find a 12” fluted rotary reamer.

Donor: Vermeer Corporation
1-Month Rental Brandt BPL100L Pipelayer

This powerful but agile 100,000 lb. capacity pipelayer has proven to be the leader on the spread. It utilizes Brandt’s SmartLift™ Dynamic Stability Monitoring System to determine safe working limits through various slopes and boom angles, delivering unmatched stability. Includes delivery anywhere in Canada and the U.S.

Donor: Brandt Industries

4 Green Bay Packers Tickets to a 2020 Home Game

There’s nothing quite like watching a football game at Lambeau Field in Green Bay, WI. Enjoy NFL football with 3 of your guests at one of the Packers’ home games during the 2020 regular season.

Donor: Fabick Cat

1-Month Rental of a Ring-O-Matic 850vx HICFM Vacuum Excavator

The Ring-O-Matic 850vx Vacuum Excavator, powered by Cat® and complete with the patented “Viper” dielectric pothole tool, is the most productive, compact and efficient vacuum available in the market for safely potholing utilities, and/or daylighting, slot trenching, key holing/utility microsurgery, environmental cleanup, management of drilling fluids/mud, and general construction site cleanup.

Donor: Ring-O-Matic

Acrobat™ 180 and DataLogger® 6 with Onsite Training from McElroy

A versatile machine designed for butt fusion of 63mm to 180mm (2” IPS to 6” DIPS) pipe and fittings. The machine offers consistent butt fusion joints in an economical, reliable package. Includes McElroy onsite coaching and training.

Donor: McElroy Manufacturing Inc.
229  Pave Diamond Earrings & Pearl and Diamond Swirl Pendant

The 14kt white pave diamond earrings (total weight of .38cts) enhance the high luster 13.mm Baroque pearls. The pearl drops are removable from the diamond earrings to allow both a casual and dressier look. To complete the set, the diamond and pearl swirl pendant with ½ ct total weight diamond oval swirl and 8.5mm Akoya pearl with a fine luster, and pinkish tone.

Donor: Michels Corporation

230  DigiTrak Falcon™ F2 & Transmitter

The classic F2 locating system has earned a reputation as a workhorse that provides dependable locating capabilities. The Falcon F2 offers increased performance in areas of active interference using a single wideband transmitter. Includes the 15” DigiTrak Falcon™ F2 Transmitter (FT2).

Donor: Digital Control Incorporated

231  A Truckload of BARA-KADE® PLUS High Yield HDD Bentonite

Bentonite Performance Mineral (BPM) and Drilling Mud Direct (DMD) are partnering once again to offer a lucky HDD contractor a deal you cannot refuse – a truckload of BARA-KADE® PLUS, 50 lb. bags delivered to your project – anywhere in the continental US. Transportation included and handled by DMD.

Donor: Bentonite Performance Minerals and Drilling Mud Direct

232  1-Month Rental of the new Ditch Witch JT24 Directional Drill

Ditch Witch is donating a 1-month rental of the new JT24 Directional Drill. This drill is engineered from direct customer feedback. Ideally suited for urban and residential utility, gas and fiber jobs. 100 percent of the amount paid at the auction will apply to the purchase of this drill.

Donor: Ditch Witch
**233** Trip to San Francisco & Napa Valley for 2

Package includes: 3 nights at the Milliken Creek Resort in Napa; 75-minute massage, wine reception, breakfast delivered to your room; 2 nights at the Mark Hopkins InterContinental Hotel in San Francisco; dinner at the hotel; a self-drive luxury car and airfare voucher valued at $1,000.

Donor: ARB Inc.

---

**234** One Load of Construction Mats

8"x4’x16’ or 18’ new mixed hardwood mats plus $1,000 freight.

Donors: Bridgewell Mats

---

**235** Century Gold Series Hole Opener Discount

Experience the engineered difference of a Century Hole Opener by taking advantage of a 30% discount on any size Century Gold Series Hole Opener. The flagship Gold Series Hole Openers are available from 24.75” – 60”. This 30% discount is valid throughout 2020.

Donor: Century Products Inc.

---

**236** 2½-inch, HammerHead Mole® Piercing Tool Package

The Original HammerHead Mole® is tough, productive, dependable and field serviceable and backed by the best warranty in the industry. This auction package is a 2½-inch piercing tool with hoses, oilers and fittings. Choose between Replaceable Head, Active Head® or Catamount models.

Donor: Subsite Electronics/HammerHead
237 Louis Vuitton Horizon 2-piece Luggage Set

This 2-piece Louis Vuitton luggage set includes the Horizon Soft Duffle 65 and the Horizon 55 bag. The Horizon Soft Duffle is a rolling duffle bag with two compact wheels that boasts a totally flat interior thanks to its external cane. Horizon 55 bag is a lightweight 4-wheeled carry-on which also has a completely flat interior.

Donor: AGI Construction

238 Cat® PL61 Pipelayer or 336EL/FL Hydraulic Excavator 1-Month Rental

Get the job done right with this 1-month rental of a PL61 pipelayer or a 336FL hydraulic excavator.

Donor: Cleveland Brothers Equipment Co. Inc.

239 AmaWaterways Luxury River Cruise

Award-winning European river cruise operator AmaWaterways leads the way in river cruising on the great waterways of Europe, Southeast Asia and Africa. Their goal is providing luxury, all-inclusive river cruise vacations for travelers wanting a different type of cruise experience. AmaWaterways boasts more than 22 itineraries plus immersive wine and art cruises. The winner will be awarded a $12K voucher and able to select their own trip and dates based on AmaWaterways catalog. It is your choice how to make this dream vacation your own!

Donor: Price Gregory Int’l

240 Pave Diamond Necklace

Lady’s 14k white gold 16.5” polished pave and oval link necklace containing 318 round brilliant diamonds and 57 brilliant round diamonds at 1.93cttw on an open marquise drop with an oval halo center and a .27cttw oval diamond center, SI clarity, G color.

Donor: Darby Equipment Company
**241** 1-Month Rental of a Hunting M-Series 5.75” Mud Motor

One-month rental on a Hunting 5.75” M-series mud motor. Includes freight to and from job site (within the continental US).

Donor: **Hunting Trenchless**

---

**242** Pipe View Sewer Location/Verification for 45 Sites

Pipe View America performs preconstruction sewer locates and post construction sewer verification throughout America using high resolution lateral launch and push cameras, GIS tracking, sharefile data management, full time QC teammates and budget tracking for all projects. Sewer locating/inspection at a single location will be provided for up to 45 addresses (approximately 5 consecutive days). Services must be used in 2020.

Donor: **Pipe View America**

---

**243** 1-Month Rental of a PANTHER T7R Tracked Rotating Carrier Dumper

The PANTHER T7R is a tracked rotating carrier with a dumper application and the highest payload in its class at 15,432 lb. The operator’s steering wheel, exclusive rubber track design for better uphill/sidehill grip and low ground pressure of 4.99 psi fully loaded means you can carry material on the ROW and put it right where you want it.

Donor: **PipeLine Machinery International LP**

---

**244** Packers vs. Lions Ticket Package for 4

4 Skybox tickets to the Packers/Lions game at Lambeau Field in Green Bay, WI including dinner, accommodations in nearby Appleton, WI, and transportation to and from the game (from Appleton, WI). Date to be selected after the 2020 NFL schedule is released.

Donors: **Miller Electric Mfg. Co.**
1-Month Rental of a John Deere 135G Track Boom

John Deere 135G excavator equipped with an RCE 17’ Track Boom. The RCE Track Boom is an alternative to the traditional purpose built pipelayer. The 135G Track Boom rubber tracks make it ideal for use in urban areas.

Donor: RCE Equipment Solutions

Dream Vacation to the Caribbean Island of St. Lucia

The Caribbean island of St. Lucia possesses a wealth of natural beauty – lush mountains, waterfalls and hiking trails, rare colorful foliage and exotic wildlife. Vacationers who go to St. Lucia enjoy its charm and undeveloped feel. Add the pleasant St. Lucia weather and nice beaches, and it’s understandable why it is a popular destination. Package includes a 5-night stay in an all-inclusive resort and First class airfare.

Donor: Newman Tractor LLC

CASE Wheel Loader 1-Month Rental

1-month rental of a CASE 821G Wheel Loader. The rental must be used in 2020.

Donor: Case Construction Equipment

1-Month Rental of ALLU Transformer

1-month rental of an ALLU Transformer model DH3-17, which is suitable for Cat® models 325, 330, 336; John Deere models 270, 290, 300, 330; Kobelco models SK270, 290, 330; and Komatsu models PC 250, 270, 300.

Donor: ALLU Group
Attention Golf Lovers! The high bidder will receive tickets to the 2020 PGA FedEx Cup Playoffs Final Event in Atlanta, GA. Package includes: 2 Hospitality tickets for August 29-30, a round of golf for 2 at East Lake GC on August 31st, and a $3,000 travel and hotel voucher.

Donor: United Rentals Trench Safety

Century Products continues to provide tomorrows tools today with the introduction of our new Falcon FR Hole Opener featuring Field Replaceable Arm & Cone Assemblies. Take advantage of a 30% discount on an 18” – 30” Falcon FR Hole Opener. This 30% discount is valid throughout 2020.

Donor: Century Products Inc.

Express 4x4 Truck Rental will provide the high bidder with a 2020 Crew Cab 4X4 3/4 Ton pickup truck to drive for 3 months. The winner will need to provide insurance.

Donor: Express 4x4 Truck Rental

Grow your business by reaching nearly 40,000 industry professionals in any 2020 issue of Underground Construction, published by Gulf Energy Information. This ad cannot be used as credit; it must be a new ad or an add on to an existing ad scheduled in 2020.

Donor: Gulf Energy Information
Fishing Package – Check-In June 19, 2020 – Check-Out June 22, 2020. All-inclusive fully guided fishing package for 4 guests at Totem Lodge, Sioux Narrows, Ontario, Canada. Includes: 2 days of fully guided fishing in a luxury 19.5’ Triumph Cruiser, all equipment, gourmet meals, 3 nights cabin lodging, private deck, and round-trip transportation from International Falls or Winnipeg airports.

Donor: InfraSource LLC

254
Full Page, 4-Color Ad in Trenchless Technology

Win this auction item and your ad will reach 38,000+ subscribers of Trenchless Technology magazine. The value of this ad cannot be used as a credit and it must be a new ad or an add-on to an existing ad schedule. Valid through December 2020.

Donor: Benjamin Media Inc.

255
1-Month Rental of a 350G Excavator

The Deere 350G LC Excavator delivers performance, efficiency, and reliability without sacrificing power or torque. The winning bidder of this 1-month rental is responsible for fuel, freight, insurance, and taxes from the closest stocking dealer.

Donor: John Deere Construction & Forestry Division

256
New Orleans Saints Football Package for 4

The package includes: 4 seats together to a 2020 home Saints football game; 2 rooms for 2 nights each in New Orleans; and 4 round trip air fares from anywhere in the US.

Donor: Hunting Trenchless
257 1-Month Rental of a Cat® PL61 Pipelayer

Open ROPS, Cat® C6.6 Acert 125HP diesel engine, 22” pads, hydrostat drive, system 1 undercarriage, heater, 18’ boom, max lift 40,000 lbs. FOB Morris, IL., or Triadelphia, WV.

Donor: Illinois Truck & Equipment

258 P2 Gyro Tracking with P2 Kit and Field Engineer
1-Week Rental – all inclusive

One-week rental of Paratrack2 Gyro Module tracking includes the field operator, his travel days, airfare and expenses.

Donor: INROCK Drilling Systems Inc.

259 Full Pallet of Right Turn Supply Utility Drilling Fluids

Introducing a revolutionary drilling fluid designed for optimum HDD performance. Successfully complete bores using the ½ gallon drilling fluids and increase production on your job site. Includes delivery within continental U.S. A portion of every sale gets donated to Helmets to Hard Hats and the Wounded Warriors project.

Donor: Right Turn Supply

260 Dinner for 10 at Brown’s Beach House in the Fairmont Orchid

Enhance your enjoyment of the DCA 2021 Annual Convention with dinner for 9 of your friends at the Brown’s Beach House in the Fairmont Orchid. (Does not include alcohol or gratuity.)

Donor: Fairmont Orchid, Hawaii
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